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Dear Ms Bullock 

Third line forcing notification N93755 lodged by ATM Access Australia 
Limited 

I am writing to you to invite you to provide a submission to the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in relation to a third line 
forcing notif cation lodged by ATM Access Australia Limited (ATM Access) on 
29 January 2009. 

A summary of the notification process is attached to this letter. 

The notification 

According to the notification, ATM Access is a company formed by the 
businesses now participating in the Australian Automated Teller Machine system, 
in light of proposed reforms to the system due to start in March. The company 
will facilitate the provision of ATM connections and message exchanges 
(transaction-processing information) under a proposed Access Code. The 
company is proposing to require that companies seeking to rely on the Access 
Code and participate in the ATM system: 

(i) obtain certain certification services from Australian Payments Clearing 
Association (APCA) in accordance with the Consumer Electronic 
Clearing System (CECS) and 



(ii) become a member of CECS and, 'by implication', also a member of 
APCA. 

A copy of ATM Access' notification is for your information 

Opportunity to make a suhmission 

As a potentially interested party, you are invited to make a written submission to 
the ACCC regarding the likely public benefit and detriment associated with the 
conduct the subject of the lodged notification. 

The ACCC asks for submissions to be in writing so they can be made publicly 
available. They are placed on a public register for this purpose. The ACCC may, 
where it is deemed appropriate, supplement written submissions with discussions 
with relevant parties on a mutually convenient basis. 

Persons lodging a submission with the ACCC may request that information 
included in the submission be treated as confidential and not placed on any public 
register. If a request for confidentiality is made in relation to a notification the 
applicant is expected to provide the ACCC with reasons justifying its claim for 
confidentiality. The ACCC will not grant confidentiality to documents which are 
clearly not of a confidential nature unless there are compelling reasons to do so. 
Guidelines for seeking confidentiality are attached for your information. 

If you wish to lodge a submission please address the submission to: 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
PO Box 1199 
DICKSON ACT 2602 

Submissions can also be lodged by email to adiudication~acccleov.au. 

If you intend to lodge a submission please do so by 18 February 2009. 

If yon would like to discuss any of the issues raised in this letter, please do not 
hesitate to contact John Rouw on (03) 9290 1402. 

A copy of this letter has been placed on the ACCC's public register, 

Yours sincerely 

Gavii CIp Jones 
Director 
Adjudication Branch 



The notification process 

As you may be aware, the competition provisions of the Trade Pructices Act 1974 
(the Act) prohibit certain forms of anti-competitive conduct or arrangements. 
Section 47 of the Act prohibits conduct known as exclusive dealing where it has 
the purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition. Generally speaking, 
exclusive dealing involves one business trading with another, imposing 
restrictions on the other's freedom to choose with whom, or in what, it deals. 

Subscctions 47(6) and (7) of the Act prohibit exclusive dealing of thc type known 
as third line forcing. Third line forcing occurs where a corporation supplies goods 
or services on condition the customer acquires other goods or services rrom 
another btisiness or refuses to supply because the customer will not agree to that 
condition. Third line forcing conduct is aper se provision, meaning that it 
amounts to a contravention of the Act regardless of its effect on competition. 

Businesses wishing to engage in third line forcing conduct can 'notify' the ACCC 
of the conduct. Notification provides immunity from legal action by the ACCC 
and any other party for potential breaches of the exclusive dealing provisions of 
the Act where the conduct is in the public interest. 

Under the notification process immunity from thud line forcing conduct is 
obtained ai~tomatically 14 days afier the date of lodgement, and continues unlcss 
the ACCC issues a notice revokii~g the immunity. 

For third line forcing notifications, the ACCC may issue a notice revoking the 
immunity only if it is satisfied that the likely benefit to the public from the 
notified conduct wo~~ld  not outweigh the likely detriment to the public resulting 
from the conduct. Provided it is so satisfied, the ACCC may act to remove the 
immunity afforded by a notification at any stage. 


